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GOVERNOR LEADERPAGE ONE EXFYALL OXFORD MISSISSIPPI SUNDAY PAPER

BEHIND AYE HUMAN WALL OF WHITE SHIRTED BODYGUARDS CUMHUES STATE QUOTES
PRIVATE ARMY QUOTES OF TOUGH CLUB SWINGING HIGHWAY PATROLMEN ONE MAN VERSUS
UNISTATES TONIGHT ETHERETENS PLUNGE SOUTH INTO LAST BATTLE OF CIVIL WAR PARA
NES SIXTYFOUR YEAR OLD ROSS BARNETT HAWFACED GOVERNOR
OF MISSISSIPPI DASH LAST OUTPOST OF DIEHARD REBELS OF OLD SOUTH WHOE
STUBBORNLY RESISTED CENTRAL GOVERNMENT EXUNISTATES EVERY TIME THEY'VE TRIED
TO CHANGE THEIR OUTDATED WAY EXLIFE PARA

THIS TIME THE BATTLE EXWORDS HAS TURNED INTO BITTER PROSPECT
OF BATTLE EXFORCE DASH BECAUSE AYE NEGRO HAS DARED SUGGEST HE MIGHT BE GIVEN
EDUCATION AT ALL WHITE MISSISSIPPI UNIVERSITY ETBECAUSE AYE FEDERAL SUPREME
COURT IS SUPPORTING THIS NOT UNREASONABLE REQUEST PARA

THE THOUGHT HAS APPALED UNIVERSITY QUOTES OLE BOY QUOTES ROSS
BARNETT AYE DEDICATED SEGREGATIONIST WHO FIRMLY BELIEVES SOCIAL CONTACT
CUMNEGROES WOULD LEAD TO DOWNFALL EXWHITE RACE STOP HES DECLARED HE'D RATHER
GO TO JAIL THEN ALLOW TWENTENINE YEAR OLD JAMES MEREDITH BECOME FIRST NEGRO
TO ENROL AT HIS OLD SCHOOL FOR WHICH HE SAYS QUOTES ETHEV GOT SOFT SPOT IN
MY HEART QUOTES STOP BUT THIS WILL OLD POLITICIAN HAVET GOT SOFT SPOT
PROJAMES MEREDITH OR UNISTATES SUPREME COURT AND IF HE PERSISTS IN HIS
STUBBORN STAND HE MIGHT WELL BE IN JAIL ON TUESDAY MORNING FOR HIS BELIEFS PARA
MORE
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GOVERNOR TWO THATS THE DEADLINE SUPREME COURTS GIVEN HIM TO PURGE HIS
CONTEMPT OF THEIR ORDER DASH OR FACE ARREST OR DAILY FINE OF TEN THOUSAND
DOLLARS PROEVERY DAY HE REMAINS IN CONTEMPT PARA

BUT NONE IN MISSISSIPPI TODAY BELIEVES QUOTES OLD BOSS UNQUESTIONS AS HIS
AFFECTIONATELY KNOWN WILL BOW NOW HERE PARA

ITS DIFFICULT TO BELIEVE SUCH AN INTERNAL STRUGGLE CAN STILL TAKE
PLACE WITHIN UNISTATES IN THIS ENLIGHTENED AGE STOP ITS EVEN MORE INCREDIBLE
THAT ONE MAN CAN CALL ON HIS OWN QUOTES ARMY UNQUESTIONS TO REPUL THE RAIDERS
FROM THE NORTH AS HE CALLS THEM DASH THE MERCENARIES EXCOMMUNISM ETC OTHER
COLOURFUL DESCRIPTIONS HE USES PARA

TO UNDERSTAND IT YOU HAVE TO TRY TO UNDERSTAND HOW THIS MAN
THINKS BERPSTROBE AYE LITTLE INTO HIS BACKGROUND STUPHEARING PARA
ROSS BARNETT COMES FROM AYE LONG LINE OF SOUTHERN FIGHTERS STOP HIS
GRANDFATHER Fought in CIVIL WAR FOMETAME HOME AYE BITTER UNFORGIVING MAN STOP
THE STORY OF STRUGGLE WAS DOWNHAUL TO YOUNG ROSS AT AYE TENDER AGE HE
NEVER STRAYED PARA KILLED IN REBEL WHOOP STOP HE HAD AYE CRAVING
PROLEARNING BUT IN REASSUMING YEARS FOLLOWING CIVIL WAR THERE WERE
FEW OPPORTUNITIES PROPOOR WHITE'S STROSS WAS YOUNGEST OF TEN CHILDREN PARA
SO HE WENT TO WORK AS ABE BARBER ETJAMAT TO HELP PAY HIS WAY
THROUGH AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE STOP HE WANTED TO BE ABE FARMER IN THOSE DAYS PARA
BUT HE CHANGED HIS MIND ETHIS ПРОЕКС AT SPORTS LURED HIM TO ABE JOB
AS BASKETBALL COACH IN ABE SMALL HIGH SCHOOL PARA MORE
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GOVERNOR TERRY AMBITION BURNED STRONG IN ROSS BARNETT HOWEVER ETHE GAVE UP SPORTS ETHERROLLED AT MISSISSIPPI'S UNIVERSITY WHERE HE STUDIED LAW ETSTAUGHT SUNDAY SCHOOL TO FRESHMEN STOP HE EMERGED FROM THERE DASH THE ROLLING GREEN CAMPUS CUMSTATELY REDBRICK BUILDINGS HE IS NOW DEFENDING UDASH AS AYE TALENTED LAWYER WHO WAS SOON TO MAKE AYE BRILLIANT NAME PROMISESELF IN MISSISSIPPI PARA

HIS ASPIRATIONS IN POLITICS WERE SEVERELY DENTED IN NINETEEN FIFTY-EIGHT FIFTY-EIGHTY WHEN HE WAS DEFEATED IN RUN PROGOVERNORSHIP STOP BUT THEN CAME HIS MAIN TURNING POINT STOP HE VOLUNTEERED TO GO TO CLINTON TENNESSEE TO REPRESENT WHITES ARRESTED PROSEGREGATION FIGHTS IMMEDIATELY UPWribbled MUCH OF MISSISSIPPI'S DORMANT HATRED AGAINST THE NEGRO PARA

TWO YEARS AGO HE RODE TO POWER ON THE SEGREGATION TICKET WITH THE WORDS QUOTES WE WILL NEVER DRINK FROM THE CUP OF GENOCIDE UNQUOTES PARA BARNETT TOLD ME THIS TOO WHEN WE MET HUM FACE TO FACE IN HIS OFFICE IN HIS MARBLE PILLARED TEXAS CAPITOL BUILDING IN JACKSON AYE YEAR AGO STOP HE GAZED AT ME CUMSTERN BLUE EYES THROUGH STEEL RIMMED SPECTACLES ERSAID QUOTES EYE DONT M HATE NEGROS BUT EYE DONT WANT TO MIX WITH THEM EITHER STOP THAT'S THE WAY EYE'VE BEEN BROUGHT UP AND THATS THE WAY EYE'LL BE TILL EYE DIE STOP EYE SPEAK FOR MISSISSIPPI EYE'D EYEB'T CARE WHAT REST EXWORLD THINKS UNQUOTES PARA

HE DOESN'T EITHER STOP HE LIVES IN HIS OWN LITTLE WORLD STOP RULER OF HIS OWN ROOST STOP AYE PROUD DETERMINED MAN WHOSE NEVER LEARNED HOW TO BE AYE LOSER PARA MORE
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GOVERNOR FOUR THE SHOWDOWN IS NOT FAR AWAY BETWEEN ROSS BARNETT AND THE GOVERNMENT EXUMISTATES PARA

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS SAID MEREDITH WILL BECOME A YE STUDENT OF MISSISSIPPI UNIVERSITY EVEN IF IT TAKES FORCE TO DO IT STOP THEY'VE GOT A YE HUGUE FORCE OF MARSHALS ET DEPUTIES MUSTERED AT NEARBY MEMPHIS AND IF ATTORNEY GENERAL ROBERT KENNEDY IS FORCED TO USE THEM ROSS BARNETT AND ALL THOSE WHO SUPPORT HIM IN HIS CIVIL WAR BATTLE OF NINETEEN SIXTYTWO WILL TASTE AGAIN THE BITTERNESS OF DEFEAT THEIR FOREFATHERS KNEW SO WELL ENDT

FYALL